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TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates in general to an end-to-end

telecommunication system, and more specifically to media files exchange in

such a system.

Background of the Invention

The ever growing usage of smart terminals such as e.g. mobile phones

and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant) increases the requirement for new and

more advanced multimedia content services and applications. Creation and

sharing of personalized multimedia contents for such devices is a key feature

in today's telecommunication market, but complexity of processing and

effective content protection are two obstacles to be overcome in such a

service.

The multimedia content created by the method disclosed in

EP1 870842A1 encompasses complex encoding processing too heavy to be

played on most of smart terminals, considering the high complexity decoding

algorithm and limited terminal computing power.

Furthermore, although WO2007091238A2 proposes a method to share

the multimedia contents, it only discloses multiple files sharing.

In addition, US20051 65726A1 describes a system wherein a user

packs some different types of multimedia contents into a specified format

and shares it through P2P networks.

Finally, US20020143803A1 describes the creation of rich-media

content based on XML textual specification, but its creation procedure

concerns graphical authoring complex tool for content creators at the user

level and the packaged content is too heavy for smart terminals to render.

Today there is a need for a media content creation and sharing system

that can be easily implemented on the existing telecommunication

infrastructures.

Summary of Invention



It is an object of the present method and system to overcome

disadvantages and/or make improvement over the prior art.

To that extend, the invention proposes a file sharing method according

to claim 1.

The method according to the invention proposes an end-to-end

multimedia content aggregation solution for smart terminals or user

equipments such as - but not limited to - e.g. mobile phones and PDAs. Said

multimedia content comprises pictures, text messages, sounds, animations,

videos, etc... In order to meet this goal, the invention proposes a simple

multimedia content aggregation and sharing system and method based on a

low complexity encoding way and an effective content protection method. It

provides a specific multimedia file format and aggregation method in order to

easily aggregate or combine different types of content, including pictures,

audios, animations, videos and etc... and a terminal player that may jointly

play many kinds of multimedia contents in one interface.

The invention also relates to a system according to claim 5.

The invention also relates to a media server according to claim 9.

The invention also relates to a computer program according to claim

13.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described by way of

example only with reference to the accompanying drawings, where like parts

are provided with corresponding reference numerals, and in which:

Figure 1 schematically illustrates a system according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2 schematically illustrates media server functions according to

an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 3 schematically illustrates terminal client functions according to

an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 4 schematically illustrates the method according to an

embodiment of the present invention;



Figure 5 schematically illustrates an example of XML single

aggregation file according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 6 schematically illustrates an example of format of single

aggregation file according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 7 schematically illustrates an example of requirement on media

objects according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 8 schematically illustrates an example of player unit according

to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 9 schematically illustrates an example of player User Interface

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Description of Preferred Embodiments

The invention allows users in a telecommunication network to simply

aggregate different multimedia contents into a single specific file with the

help of dedicated service platform, such a single specific file can be easily

played by smart terminals with a provided player client.

A dedicated service platform which may be hosted by a media server

of the telecommunication network provides personalized multimedia content

creating help that can automatically generate specific aggregated multimedia

content file based on users' uploaded source material files such as pictures,

audios, animations, videos and etc about advertising, funny video, greeting

video etc...

According to one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the

system according to the invention proposes a simple encoding of the single

specific file based on the base64 encoding (allowing binary data to be

converted into a string of data) method. In this case, the aggregated

multimedia contents can be easily decoded and processed after network

transmission and played on smart terminals without high performance

requirements. A XML format based content description mode may be used to

aggregate the source material files. To secure the aggregated content,

embedded content protection mechanism, comprising information such as

user information and authorization, unique terminal information like

International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) number... may be used. A



smart terminal or user equipment hosting a multimedia player client may be

used to read the single specific file format.

Figure 1 describes the multimedia content aggregation system

according to one embodiment of the invention. It comprises three parts as

follows: source material provider (1 00), aggregation service platform (1 10)

managed by the Service Provider (SP) or the Network Operator (OP) and

terminal client (120).

The source material provider (1 00), which corresponds to a first user

having a plurality of media objects to share, uploads its source material

contents (or the content he/she is willing to share), comprising pictures,

audios, animations, videos and etc... Based on the provided source material

contents, the dedicated aggregation service platform (1 10) generates a single

specific (aggregation) file from the whole uploaded source material content.

This process may be automatic or triggered based on a series of triggering

events (user request, new source material content made available by the user,

platform trigger etc.). The generated single aggregation file is thus available

to be downloaded by a terminal client (120) attached to a second user who

wants to render said file on his/her smart terminal or user equipment. The

terminal player may be provided with an aggregation file player unit as

described in relation to Figure 3. According to the requirements of terminal

users, the aggregation file may be downloaded or pushed from the dedicated

service platform to the terminal and played on the terminal by the player.

Figure 2 describes the main functions of the proposed aggregation

service platform (1 10), which comprises a user administration unit (210), a

source material reception unit (220), an aggregation unit (230), an

aggregation files management unit (240), a player download unit (250) and an

aggregation files sending unit (260).

The user administration unit (21 0) provides user sign in to the

multimedia content aggregation service platform (1 10), manages user

information like user name, user mobile phone number, mobile IMEI number

password, aggregation file upload records, aggregation file download



records etc... The source material reception unit (220) receives user uploaded

multimedia source material (files that may be of different formats such as e.g.

mpeg, jpeg, wav, wma, wmv, mp3, mp4 etc.). The aggregation unit (230)

aggregates user uploaded multimedia contents such as e.g. video, audio,

picture, animation, text and etc... into a specific file format by merging all

these content's binary data into a single file that may be subsequently

encrypted. An exemplary single aggregation file format is later described in

Figure 8. The aggregation files management unit (240) provides aggregation

file browse, preview, search and download functions. The player download

unit (250) provides the aggregation file player download to any signed-in user

that needs a rendering player for the single aggregation file. The aggregation

files sending unit allows sending aggregation files to terminal(s) either on

request from the terminal or in a push mode from the aggregation service

platform (1 10).

In addition, the aggregation service platform may also comprise a Web

Portal or a WAP Portal to provide the above mentioned functions.

Figure 3 describes the main functions of the proposed terminal client

(120) which comprise a client management unit (31 0), an aggregation files

download unit (320), an interface unit (330) and an aggregation files player

unit (340).

The client management unit (31 0) provides local aggregated file

management functions such as local browse, enable, disable and delete.

Besides, it also provides user interface for user to start or stop the player

function. The aggregation files download unit (320) is mainly in charge of

downloading and saving the single aggregated files from dedicated service

platform. The interface module (330) provides an interface between the player

client and the terminal in order to coordinate the different tasks. The

aggregation files player unit (340) is adapted to play the multimedia content

of the corresponding single aggregation file pushed or downloaded to the

terminal client (120). In the aggregation files player unit (340), there are

provider information, screen, function menu, text bar and operation buttons.

This unit read users' uploaded source material files such as e.g. pictures,



audios, animations, videos and etc about advertising, funny video, greeting

video etc... The terminal client may be downloaded from the service platform

(1 10) to the user equipment or smart terminal through the player download

unit (250).

Figure 4 describes the creation of a multimedia aggregated file using

the service platform (1 10). Firstly, if the user is a new user (400), he needs to

sign up to the aggregation service platform (1 10) by providing his personal

information such as e.g. username, password, phone number, IMEI number

etc... in an act (405). Then, the user may uses his username and password to

sign in through Web portal or WAP portal. (41 0)

The user administration unit (21 0) checks whether the username and

password are correct (41 5). If so, the user is allowed to sign in and get right

to use the other user administration functions. Otherwise, the user is asked to

try again or denied access. After the authentication step, the user may

browse, search and preview existing aggregated files through for example a

Service Provider (or Network Operator) Web portal or WAP portal (hosted by

or coupled to the service platform) in an act (420). In order to obtain a

personalized specific multimedia file, the user firstly needs to upload some

multimedia source material such as e.g. picture files, music files, animation

files, music files etc... via e.g. Web upload, WAP upload or MMS in an act

(425). Based on the uploaded source material, the service platform can

aggregate the media files provided by the user and finally generate the single

aggregation file. This step may be performed using e.g. a base64 encryption

and XML file description processing for protecting the generated file (act 430).

In addition, all generated files are stored and shown in the portal mentioned

here before (act 435). Finally, they may be downloaded onto a smart terminal

or user equipment attached to a second user and hosting the terminal client

(120) in an act (440).

Figure 5 describes an example of specific aggregated file format

based on XML file description. It contains several multimedia contents such

as animation, picture, video, audio and text, and various file information such



as encoding, ID, title, IMEI, author, date and authorization. In addition, this

XML file is extensible and may be personally defined by the service provider

in order to protect and describe the aggregated file.

Figure 6 describes an example of tags that may be used in the

aggregation file.

In a further act of the present method, the size of the single

aggregation file may be limited. The aggregation file unit (230) of Figure 2

may be further adapted to limit the size of the media file through reducing the

size of the aggregated media objects when necessary so that the resulting

media file is not larger than a given media file size.

Figure 7 describes an example of properties to prevent the data size of

the aggregation file to become too large for a smart terminal or a user

equipment to download and store: multimedia source material may be

modified or recoded thanks to unit (230) according to these properties so as

to limit the final file size, e.g. through reducing the encoding rate or duration

of media files, size limit of pictures...

In order to protect the content of file, some text encryption method

may be used to transfer the XML file into a binary file. For example, the

aggregation file may be encrypted by a stream cipher method in the

aggregation unit (230) to protect it and decrypted in aggregation file

download unit (320).

Figure 8 describes an illustrative embodiment of the aggregation files

player unit (340) according to the invention.

After the aggregation file has been decrypted to the original xml file

(act 8 10) by the corresponding stream cipher decryption (if the aggregation

file was encrypted), the data in each tag field of said xml file is parsed out or

read (act 815) in order to be further interpreted.



In act 820, this aggregation file is checked by some validation

information to decide if this file may be played on the terminal. For example,

if the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) field exists in the xml file,

the IMEI value may be compared with the IMEI of the terminal. If two IMEI

values are the same, then this aggregation file may be further decoded (act

830) and played (act 835), otherwise, the player may refuse to play this

aggregation file (act 825).

In act 830, the media content embedded in the xml file may be

extracted and optionally saved to a local storage or memory of the terminal

according to "Type" value in the xml file.

If the type is "picture":

The data in <picture> and </picture> is extracted out and decoded by

e.g. Base64 algorithm. Then, the decoded data may be saved to a local file in

type described in "mime" field in <picture> tag. For example, if the mime =

"image/jpg", the local file may be named as A.jpg.

The data in <audio> and </audio> is extracted out and decoded by e.g.

Base64 algorithm. Then, the decoded data may be saved to a local file in

type described in "mime" field in <audio> tag. For example, if the mime =

"audio/wav", the local file may be named as A.wav.

If the type is "animation":

The data in <animation> and </animation> is extracted out and

decoded by e.g. Base64 algorithm. Then, the decoded data may be saved to

a local file in type described in "mime" field in < animation > tag. For example,

if the mime = "animation/gif", the local file may be named as B.gif.

The data in <audio> and </audio> is processed in the same way like in

"picture" type. For example, the local audio file may be named as B.wav.

If the type is "video":

The data in <video> and </video> is extracted out and decoded by e.g.

Base64 algorithm. Then, the decoded data may be saved to a local file in

type described in "mime" field in < animation > tag. For example, if the mime

= "video/3gp", the local file may be named as C.3gp.

After the media content has been extracted out and (optionally) saved

to local files (act 830), these local media files may be played (act 835) in the



User Interface (Ul) (as described here under in reference to Figure 9)

according to "Type" value in the xml file.

The playing of all these media files, like displaying picture or animation,

playing audio and playing video, may be realized directly by calling the

multimedia SDK tools provided by the terminal's development platform like

for example Windows Mobile 5.0 Pocket PC SDK, and outputting different

media content to the specific areas in the Ul (as described here under in

reference to Figure 9).

Figure 9 describes an illustrative embodiment of User Interface

according to the invention.

According to the different "Type" values, different media content may

be displayed as:

If the type is "picture" — The local picture file, like A.jpg, is

displayed in visual content field 920; The local audio file, like A.wav, is played

in background.

If the type is "animation" —The local animation file, like B.jpg, is

displayed in visual content field 920; The local audio file, like B.wav, is played

in background.

If the type is "video" - The local video file, like C.3gp, is played

in visual content field 920 using the function field 930.

Besides of the above mentioned media content, text message may be

displayed in the Text field 940, like e.g. the value of "Global Text" in the xml

file. The optional field 9 10 may be used to display some additional

information, like the name of the service provider, or the caller's name and

phone number when this player is used to respond an incoming call.

In the method according to the invention, the aggregation files player

unit (340) reads and plays media files itself, because the embedded player of

smart terminals like Windows Media Player in WM smart phones or Real

player in Nokia phones can not play the media composition in the xml file.



Claims

1. A method for sharing files in a telecommunication network comprising

a media server, said method being carried out by said media server

and comprising the acts of:

- receiving from a first user equipment a plurality of media objects of

various media types,

- combining said media objects into one media file of a given media

type,

- sending said media file to a second user equipment for subsequent

rendering on a media player associated with said given media type.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the act of combining further

comprises an act of limiting the size of the media file through reducing

the size of the combined media objects when necessary so that the

resulting media file is not larger than a given media file size.

3. A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the given

media type is a XML file.

4. A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the act of

combining further comprises an act of encrypting the one media file.

5. A system for sharing files in a telecommunication network comprising

a media server and a plurality of user equipments, said media server

being operable to:

- receive from a first user equipment a plurality of media objects of

various media types,

- combine said media objects into one media file of a given media type,

- send said media file to a second user equipment for subsequent

rendering on a media player associated with said given media type.



6. A system according to claim 5, wherein said media server is further

operable to limit the size of the media file through reducing the size of

the combined media objects when necessary so that the resulting

media file is not larger than a given media file size.

7. A system according to one of the claims 5 and 6, wherein the given

media type is a XML file.

8. A system according to any of the preceding claims 5 to 7, wherein the

media server is further operable to encrypt the one media file.

9. A media server for sharing files in a telecommunication network

comprising a plurality of user equipments, said media server being

operable to:

- receive from a first user equipment a plurality of media objects of

various media types,

- combine said media objects into one media file of a given media type,

- send said media file to a second user equipment for subsequent

rendering on a media player associated with said given media type.

10. A media server according to claim 9, said media server being further

operable to limit the size of the media file through reducing the size of

the combined media objects when necessary so that the resulting

media file is not larger than a given media file size.

11. A media server according to one of the claims 9 and 10, wherein the

given media type is a XML file.

12. A media server according to any of the preceding claims 9 to 11, said

media server being further operable to encrypt the one media file.

13. A computer program providing computer executable instructions

stored on a computer readable medium, which when loaded on to a



data processor causes the data processor to perform a method for

sharing files according to claims 1 to 4.
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